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RANS INC. 

4600 Highway 183 Alternate 


Hays, KS 67601 


Technical Support 
(785) 625-0069 

Parts Department 
(785).625-6346 

When calling Technical Support please have the following ready: 
R Aircraft Model 
CI Serial Number 
R Engine Model 
R Your Aircraft Assembly Manual 

Note: Please make your questions precise and t o  the point s o  that  w e  may assist a s  
many customers a s  possible. 
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RANS Aircraft 
Tool List 

 
 
This is a partial list of tools that would be helpful when assembling a RANS airplane. 
 
  

Hand Tools 
 

Pliers 
Needle nose pliers 
Side cutters 
Aviation snips 
Hammer 
Rubber mallet* 
Center punch 
Drift pin and punch set 
Several small clamps 

 
 

Wrench set SAE and metric 
Ruler and tape measure 

 
Adjustable fly cutter* 
Set of drill bits 
Hack saw 

Safety wire pliers 
Linesman pliers 
Electrical wire stripers 
Pop rivet tool 
Click punch 
Ball peen hammer 
Scratch awl 
Screwdriver set 
Safety glasses 
 
 
Socket set SAE and metric 
2 or 4 ft. Level 
 
Utility knife 
Hole saw* 
Files 
 

 
Power Tools 

 
Electric hand drill 
Dremel* 
Soldering gun 
CD/MP3 Player* 

Small electric grinder* 
Bench disk sander* 
Heat gun* 
 
 

Lubricants and Glues 
    

Small can lithium grease 
Contact cement 
Super glue 
3M DP-460 Epoxy Adhesive 
Acrylic Foam Tape (double sided) 

 
 

 
Clear silicone 
WD 40 
Wheel Bearing Grease 
3M DP-460 Epoxy Mixer Tips 
 

* Not a necessary tool but helpful. 
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S-6ES COYOTE II

TRIKE . MAIN GEAR ASSEMBLY

NOTE: Seftrng fhe toein on the main gear requires the nose wheel to be instatled.

1 . From the parts drawing and list collect the required components for the main gear assembly. li is easier
to fit and drill the gear legs before the fuselage fabric covering is applied.

2. Place the fuselage on a set of sawhorses, or other suitable work surface. Mark a ring on the top ofthe
gear leg per FIGURE 02-02. Installthe gear legs with the fuselage in its upright position. Slide each gear
leg into the sockets on the fuselage until the marked ring centers in the upper pre-drilled hole in the gear
feg socket. See FIGURE 02 -O2. IMPORTANT: The gear legs must be centered on the marked hole in
their socket. lt may be necessary to slightly ream the inside of the socket to allow the gear leg to fully
insert. lt's also acceptable to lightly sand the upper portion of the gear leg (spinning the end of the gear
leg over a disk sanderworks well). Both gear legs should measure equal length from a common point
on the fuselage. See FIGURE 02{2A.
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FIGURE 02424
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3. Assemble the axles to the gear leg assembly. With gear legs properly inserted, set axles straight by
fabricating the alignment jig shown in FIGURE 0243. NOTE: Aligning the gear legs requires the
fuselage to be in the taxi position. HINT: Temporarily install the wheels and block the fuselage to the
same height, then rcmove the wheels for setting the gear.

FIGURE O2{5
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With the gear legs properly set, use the upper pre-drilled hole in the fuselage socket as a drill guide. Ddll
#19 from the front side to mark each gear leg. IMPORTANT: Do NOT dill through. A 90. drill
attachment may be helpful.
Remove the gear leg, drill #19 in a drill press with a V-Block. NOTE: Use a slow speed and plenty of
cutting fluid to keep the netal cool. Drill #11 in the drill press.

Re-insert the gear leg into the fuselage socket and align the holes. HrNf.' Re-lock in place with the
alignment jig. Transfer drill #11 completely through the gear leg socket and gear leg.

Transfer drill with the supplied 6.2 mm drill bit.

Ream with the supplied 0.249" ream. IMPORTANT: Run the ream from front to back. lt is recommended
to run the ream completely through. Do NOT pull the Eam back forward.

The gear legs are final installed after the fuselage is covered and clear-coated.

Installthe gear legs using the hardware called out in the parts drawing. The wheel axles should be g0o
to the aircraft centerline. lf not it is possible to shim between axle and gear leg plate to correct
alignment.

Camber (the leaning of the top of the tire) can also be adjusted by inserting a couple washers between
the top of the axle and gear leg plate.

Bolt caliper mount, fairing mount bracket and axle to the gear leg assembly as per parts drawing.
Assemble the wheel and brake kit as per parts manual and manufacture/s instructions. With the aircraft
in a level attitude the brake assembly will be orientated to the aft and slightly downward . CAUTION: Be
sure to safety wire the bolts holding the brake disk. The tire pressure should be approximate 25 psi. To
install the wheel assembly, the outer brake pad removes via the 1/4" retainer bolts. Loctite and safety
wire these bolts in final assembly.

Clean and pack the tapered wheel bearings. The tapered roller bearings are oiled from the factory for
rust prevention, but not greased. The roller bearings should be cleaned, dried and then packed with
suitable grease. Packing grease without first removing the oil will dilute the wheel grease, causing it to
run out past the seal and not lubricate properly.

Slip the bearings and wheel / tire assembly back onto the axle. Install the castle nut and washer. Tighten
the castle nut to manufactures specifications or bearing failure may result. Secure with the large cotter
pin. Wrap Teflon tape on the threads of the brake fitting and install the fitting into the caliper. The fitting
should face forward. At this point it is suggested to test fit the gear leg fairings so that they are ready for
paint.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: MATCO mfg wheels using tapered roller bearings are equipped with Timken
bearings utilizing integrated grease seals on the bearing cone to ensure the longest possible life. The torqueing
procedure for bearings with these type seals is different than for tapered roller bearings without them. A
common torqueing technique for bearings without integrated sea/s is to tighten the axle nut until the wheel stops
spinning freely and then back off to the nearest locking feature. THIS TECHNIQUE WILL NOT WORK ON A
BEARING WITH AN INTEGRATED SEAL. The reason for a different torqueing technique is that the grease
seal produces some drag and makes the wheel feel somewhat stiff when rotated. Reducing the axle nuttorque
until the wheel spins freely will allow the grease seal and the bearing cone to improperly rotate with the wheel
(the cone must not rotate relative to the axle). The higher rolling drag is completely normal for this bearing and
allows for longer bearing life since the seal will keep most contaminants out. Timken specification state, for
example, that the two 1.25 inch tapered roller bearing used on the WE51 will produce 18-26 inch pounds of
torque (drag) when properly installed. A light coating of grease on the seal will help reduce the drag on initial
installation. The drag will also reduce afterthe bearings have been installed and the seal relaxes in the bore. lt
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is important that the axle nut torque be sufficient to keep the seal from rotating with the wheel. With the bearings
cleaned, dried, greased, and inserted in the wheel, the axle nut should be tightened until all play is out of the
assembly. Rotate the wheel back and forth while tightening the nut to help seat the bearings. When all play is
out of the assembly, and the rvheel rotates freely, tighten to the ne* castle slot and insefi the cotter pin. The
rubber seal on the tapered roller bearing will remain stationary while the wheel rotates around it. lf the seal is
spinning on the axle, the nut should be tightened further until the seal stops spinning lrith the wtreel.
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S.6ES COYOTE II

TAILDRAGGER . MAIN GEAR ASSEMBLY

NOTE: Setting the toe-in on the main gear requires the tailwheelto be installed. Set the gear after the tail cone
and tail wheel have been assembled.

1 . From the parts drawing and list collect the required components for the main gear assembly. lt is easier
to fit and drill the gear legs before the fuselage fabric covering is applied.

2. Place the fuselage on a set of sawhorses, or other suitable work surface. Measure down on the forward
side of each gear leg socket per FIGURE 02A-02. Mark and drill #19 through the forward side only.
IMPORTANT: Make sure the bolt head and washer clears the welds. HINT: Lay a 1/4" Thick Washer
between the welds and mark the cente,: Debun inside of the socket.

FIGURE O2A-02

'i"'
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3. Measure the depth of each gear leg socket in the fuselage. Transfer this measurement to the top of
each gear leg and mark with a piece of masking tape. lnstall the gear legs with the fuselage in its upright
position. Slide each gear leg into the sockets on the fuselage until the tape on the gear leg is flush with
the socket. IMPORTANT: The gear legs must be completely bottomed in their socket. lt may be
necessary to slightly ream the inside of the socket to allow the gear leg to fully insert. lt's also
acceptable to lightly sand the upper portion of the gear leg (spinning the end of the gear leg over a disk
sander works well). Both gear legs should measure equal length from a common point on the fuselage.
See FIGURE 02A-03. lf adjustments need to be made to gear leg length, remove material from the top
of the longer gear leg.

FIGURE O2A-03

FUSELAGE SOCKET --

TVASKING TAPE
DENOTING GEAR
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4. Assemble the axles to the gear leg assembly. With gear legs properly inserted, set axles shaight by
fabricating the alignment jig shown in FIGURE 024-O4. NOTE: Aligning the gear legs requires the
fuselage to be in the taxi position- HINT: Temporarily install the wheels and block the fuselage to the
same height, then rcmove the wheels for setting the gear.

FIGURE O2A.O4
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With the gear legs properly set, use the pre-drilled hole in the fuselage socket as a drill guide. Drill #1 1
from each side to mark each gear leg (Do NOT drill through). A 90o drill attachment will be required.

Remove the gear leg, drill #19 in a drill press with a V-Block. NOTE: Use a slow speed and plenty of
cutting fluid to keep the netal coot Drill #11 in the drill press.

Re-insert the gear leg into the fuselage socket and align the holes. H/417.' Re-lock in place with the
alignment jig. Transfer drill #1 1 completely through the gear leg socket and gear leg.

Transfer drill with the supplied 6.2 mm drill bit.

Ream with the supplied 0.249" ream. IMPORTANT: Run the ream from frontto back. It is recommended
to run the ream completely through. Do NOT pull the rcam back forward.

The gear legs are final installed after the fuselage is covered and clear-coated.

Install the gear legs using the hardware called out in the parts drawing. The wheel axles should be g0o
to the aircraft centerline. lf not it is possible to shim between axle and gear leg plate to correct
al ignment.

Camber (the leaning of the top of the tire) can also be adjusted by inserting a couple washers between
the top of the axle and gear leg plate.

Bolt caliper mount, fairing mount bracket and axle to the gear leg assembly as per parts drawing.
Assemble the wheel and brake kit as per parts manual and manufacturer's instructions. With the aircraft
inalevel attitude the brake assemblywill be orientated to the aft and slightly downward. CAIJTION: Be
sure to safety wire the bolts holding the brake disk. The tire pressure should be approximate 25 psi. To
install wheel assembly, the outer brake pad removes via the 1/4" retainer bolts. Loctite and safety wire
these bolts in f nal assembly.

Clean and pack the tapered wheel bearings. The tapered roller bearings are oiled from the factory for
rust prevention, but not greased. The roller bearings should be cleaned, dried, and then packed with
suitable grease. Packing grease without first removing the oil will dilute the wheel grease, causing it to
run out past the seal and not lubdcate properly.

Slip the bearings and wheel / tire assembly back onto the axle. Install the castle nut and washer. Tighten
the castle nut to manufactures specifications or bearing failure may result. Secure with the large cotter
pin. Wrap Teflon tape on the threads of the brake fitting and install the fitting into the caliper. The fitting
should face forward. At this point it is suggested to test fit the gear leg fairings so that they are ready for
oaint.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION: MATCO mfg wheels using tapered roller bearings are equipped with Timken
bearings utilizing integrated grease seals on the bearing cone to ensure the longest possible life. The torqueing
procedure for bearings with these type seals is different than for tapered roller bearings without them. A
common torqueing technique for bearings without integrated sea/s is to tighten the axle nut until the wheel stops
spinning freely and then back off to the nearest locking feature. THIS TECHNIQUE WILL NOT WORK ON A
BEARING WITH AN INTEGRATED SEAL. The reason for a different torqueing technique is that the grease
seal produces some drag and makes the wheelfeel somewhat stiff when rotated. Reducing the axle nuttorque
until the wheel spins freely will allow the grease seal and the bearing cone to improperly rotate with the wheel
(the cone must not rotate relative to the axle). The higher rolling drag is completely normal for this bearing and
allows for longer bearing life since the seal will keep most contaminants out. Timken specification state, for
example, that the two 1 .25 inch tapered roller bearing used on the WE51 will produce 18-26 inch pounds of
torque (drag) when properly installed. A light coating of grease on the seal will help reduce the drag on initial
installation. The drag will also reduce afterthe bearings have been installed and the seal relaxes in the bore. lt
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is important that the axle nut torque be sufficient to keep the seal from rotating with the wheel. With the bearings
cleaned, dried, greased, and inserted in the wheel, the axle nut should be tightened until all play is out of the
assembly. Rotate the wheel back and forth while tightening the nut to help seat the bearings. When all play is
out of the assembly, and the wheel rotates feely, tighten to the ne{ castle slot and insert the cotter pin. The
rubber seal on the tapered roller bearing will remain stationary while the wheel rotates around it. lf the seal is
spinning on the axle, the nut should be tightened further until the seal stops spinning \,ith the wheel.
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 S-6ES COYOTE II - FLOORBOARD & RUDDER PEDAL INSTALLATION 
 
1. The floorboard comes pre-cut, finished and ready to position in place. Clamp the floorboard in position 
as shown in Figure 04-01. HINT: Pull the nose gear out enough to slip the floorboard in from the front.  With the 
floorboard clamped in position, drill up from the bottom with a #11 drill bit using the four tabs on the S-1, four 
tabs on the S-2 and the two FWD tabs on the diagonal tubes as drill guides. HINT: Use a wood block placed 
over the top to prevent splinters.  
 
FIGURE 04-01 
 

FLOORBOARD FITS FLUSH
WITH AFT OF CARRY THROUGH

X

MD1237

THROUGH FLOORBOARD

Y

DO NOT DRILL

FW
DRIVET NUT PLATE

THESE TWO TABS
FOR COWLING.

TO TOP SIDE OF

 
 
2. Remove the floorboard and position the floorboard support channels over the outboard tabs on the S-1 
and AFT tabs on the diagonals.  Trim the AFT edge of the channel to match the angle of the diagonals.  Using 
the tabs as a drill guide, drill the channels #11.  Drill #40 the forward end of the channels through the nut plate 
mount holes on the S-1 tabs. Remove and debur channels. Rivet the channels in place.  Install nut plates on the 
perimeter tabs of the fuselage cage.  Also install nut plates on the forward two diagonal tabs. Notice that the 
FWD tab on the right diagonal needs to be a single ear nut plate.  Temporarily re-install the floorboard using the 
hardware shown. 
 
3. Drill the wear plate as shown in Figure 04-03.  Temporarily bolt the wear plate in place using the two 
center rudder pedal holes. Position rudder pedal tube assemblies parallel to each other and drill #11 the 
floorboard and support channel thru outer pivot. Using the sixteen holes for the brake mount brackets as 
guides, drill the floorboard 7/32". 
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FIGURE 04-03 
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4. Remove the rudder pedals and floorboard. Install the tee nuts from the bottom of the floorboard. Install 
nut plates to the floorboard support channels.  Re-install floorboard, wear plate, and rudder pedals. Install the 
brake mount brackets using the hardware shown.  Be sure to orient the brackets correctly.  The brake mount 
brackets face with the angled side forward.  See the parts manual for exploded views. 
 
5. Rivet together the upper toe pedal assembly as shown in the parts manual.  Size drill #30 as required.  
Be sure to debur all holes before final assembly of the upper toe pedal. Install the lower end of the Hydraulic 
Cylinder into the brake mount brackets using the hardware shown. Attach the “U” bracket to the rudder pedal-
cylinder attach brackets using the hardware shown.   
 
6. FOR SINGLE HYDRAULICS ONLY: Fabricate and install the rudder pedal link rods on the passenger 
side. Refer to Figure 04-06. The link rods should match the length of the cylinders. 
 
 FIGURE 04-06 
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7. Install the toe pedal assembly to the rudder pedals by sliding the swivel bushings in place.  See Figure 
04-07.  Be sure to include the 1/2" plastic washers between the rudder pedals and the toe pedal assembly.  
NOTE:  The outboard swivel bushings have an insert nut welded in. Drill the insert nut to #11. This is the 
location of the rudder cable attachment. Make sure these swivel bushings face the outside of the airframe on 
the outermost pedals. HINT: Install the 3/16” bolt into the outboard swivel bushings before assembly.  Line up 
the tangs on the end of each swivel bushing with the toe pedal assembly and drill the edge of the toe pedal to 
3/16" using the swivel bushings as a guide.  See Figure 04-07A and parts manual for orientation of the swivel 
bushings. 
 
FIGURE 04-07 
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FIGURE 04-07A 
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OPERATION AND CARE OF THE DOORS 
 
CAUTION: NEVER ALLOW FUEL TO COME IN CONTACT WITH LEXAN.  
If fuel is spilled on Lexan, spray with water or cleaner immediately to lessen the chance of crazing damage. 
Refer to the Windshield Section.  
 
 

1. Close doors while fueling to prevent spills from running off the wing onto the door. 
 

2. During flight always latch the forward safety catch. 
 

3. When the door is closed, position the door handle so it is in the rub block middle dent. 
 

4. Open the door in-flight at or below 65 MPH. Do not exceed 100 MPH with an open door. 
 

5. The doors may be removed for flight.  No speed restrictions apply. However, a very windy cockpit 
will result.  For operations with door/doors removed, or with the doors open, make sure the pilot and 
passenger are properly restrained. 
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S-6ES COYOTE II - DOOR ASSEMBLY 
 

HYDRAULIC DOOR LIFT INSTALLATION 
 

NOTE: Wings will need to be installed to final install the Hydraulic Door Lift. 
 
1. Slip the Aluminum Door Doubler into the aft end of the Door Frame. Position it flush with the top of the 

frame. Locate a #40 rivet to the forward side 1” below the pre-drilled #11door hinge hole.  Transfer drill 
#11 though the pre-drilled hinge hole.  

 
2. Complete assembly of the door. 
 
3. Install the Ball Stud to the welded gusset near the door frame at Station 3. NOTE: If installing the 

Optional Molded Interior, fit up the Back Interior Panel and transfer drill 5/16” through the center gusset 
hole. The Ball Stud will protrude through the Back Interior panel. 

 
4.  After the wings have been attached. Bolt the doors to the fuselage hinges. 
 
5. Remove the locking caps from the Gas Spring ends. IMPORTANT: The Cylinder portion of the Gas 

Spring must be oriented upward when final installed to prevent drying out of the shaft seal during 
operation. Press over the Ball Stud in the fuselage. Press the ball stud portion of the Flat Bracket into 
the Gas Spring end. Re-install locking caps on Gas Spring ends. 

 
6. Position the door so it clears the wing bottom. Clamp the Flat Bracket to the AFT side of the Door 

Frame with the ball stud forward. The holes should be centered on the Door Frame tube. Re-check for 
clearance with the Gas Spring extended. Transfer drill #11 and rivet.  

 
7. During operation the Gas Spring will raise the door part way. A gentle nudge should extend the Gas 

Spring completely and hold the door in the full open position. 



S-6ES COYOTE II 
VERTICAL STABILIZER ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: Assemble the vertical stabilizer frame and use it to set the angle of the tail channel prior to covering. 

I. IMPORTANT: Vertical stabilizer spar and leading edge must have doublers installed at cable attach 
points; refer to parts drawing. Cut and debur two 6" doublers from raw stock provided. Mark middle of 
each doubler. Slide one into spar and another into leading edge so marks are visible through cable 
attach holes. Drill two #40 holes, one 2" below cable attach holes on forward side of spar, another 2" 
above cable attach holes on aft side of the leading edge. Rivet doublers in place and drill size drill cable 
attach holes to # I  1. 

2. Drill out the lower hinge hole in the spar to 114" and install the nut plate on the interior side. Drill out the 
upper hinge hole in the spar to # I  1 and install the nut plate. The spreader tube nut plate will be 
installed in a later step. 

3. Drill out one hole in each edge of each gusset to #30. Layout the frame work of the vertical stabilizer on 
a flat work surface. Position each gusset and drill out the corresponding hole in each tube to #30. 
Cleco each gusset in place. Using a #30 drill bit, transfer drill-through the remaining holes, cleco as you 
go. Flip the assembly over and install the remaining gussets following the same procedure. Do not rivet 
the gussets in place at this time. 

4. At this point the tailcone should be ready to have the tail channel angle set. Locate and drill a 114" hole 
3 111 6" up from the lower end of the tail channel on center line. See FIGURE 01 1-04. Slide the vertical 
stabilizer in place. The stabilizer spar should sit flat against channel. Install the lower hinge bolt through 
the channel and spar. Refer to the Tailcone Section for tail channel final riveting instructions. Using 
the pre-drilled hole in the Station 6 top cross tube as a guide, transfer drill through it and the pre-drilled 
hole in the spreader tube. Remove the stabilizer assembly. Remove the gussets and debur all holes. 
Install the nut plate on the top side of the spreader tube. Re-cleco gussets. 

FIGURE 01 1-04 

1 . )  INTERNAL BRACE 
2.) LONGERONS 
3 . )  DIAGONALS 
4.) TOP GUSSET 

CHANNEL 



5. Contour the top of the vertical stabilizer leading edge as shown in FIGURE 011-05. A disk sander or 
coarse file works well. File until the leading edge radius matches the contour of the Vertical Stabilizer 
Spar. 

FIGURE 01 1-05 

FLUSH WlTH SPAR 

SPAR MAY NEED TO BE 
FILED LIGHTLY TO ALLOW 
LEADING EDGE TO LINE 
UP ON THE CENTER LINE. 
SHAPE TOP TUBE TO 
CONTOUR WITH SPAR. ~ ~ 6 4 2  

6. Straighten vertical stabilizer ribs with "fluting pliers". Drill #40 tang & rib holes to #30. Rivet Attach 
Tangs to ribs. Refer to parts page for orientation. Locate upper and lower ribs within vertical stabilizer; 
orient ribs with flanges down. Bend Attach Tangs as necessary to join ribs to leading edge and spar. 
IMPORTANT: The ribs must be parallel to the Spreader Tube. See FIGURE 01 1-06. Transfer drill #30 
the attach tangs to the spars. Do NOT rivet at this time. 

FIGURE 01 1-07 

VERTICAL STAB. RIBSh 

PARALLEL 
I 



7. Mark a line extending both directions from the cable attach hole on the leading edge spar. Locate and 
mark the center of the U-bracket as shown in FIGURE 011-07. Slip the U-bracket onto the Leading 
Edge at the cable attach point so that the mark is centered over the hole. Note the orientation of the U- 
bracket. Make sure the U-bracket is tight against the spar and mark the upper and lower end of the U- 
bracket where the line on the spar extends. Transfer this mark to the center mark and drill #11. 
Temporarily bolt the U-bracket to the spar. 

FIGURE 01 1-07 MARK CENTER w -OF 

/ / LCADlNC EDGE SPAR 

8. Remove the lower rib and fabricate the aluminum brace tube from the raw stock provided. Refer to the 
parts manual. Remove one clecoed lower aft gusset. Contour the lower aft end of the brace to fit into 
the corner formed by the Spreader Tube and the Trailing Edge Spar. See FIGURE 01 1-08. Contour the 
upper end to fit against and match the angle of the leading edge spar. Transfer drill #30 through both 
sides of the U-bracket into the brace tube and cleco. After fitting, remove the brace tube and slip the rib 
over the tube and position in place. Install the aluminum brace through the rib to fit between the U- 
bracket and the lower aft gussets. If necessary, slightly elongate the hole in the lower rib for brace and 
rib alignment. Cleco the Brace tube in place. Install the Attach Angle to the rib and brace as shown in 
the parts manual. Refer to FIGURE 01 1-08. 

DRILL #30 AND RIVET 

MD2987 

CONTOUR BRACE 
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9. Locate and drill one #30 hole, on each side, through the lower aft gussets into the brace tube and rivet 
as shown in FlGURE 01 1-09. Locate, drill #30, and place a rivet through both sides of the U-bracket into 
the leading edge spar. This will keep the U-bracket from shifting during covering. Remove the bolt in the 
U-bracket. Rivet the vertical stabilizer frame together. 

DRILL #30 8 RIVET /- 

10. Drill out the second hole from the forward end of the bottom rib to #I 1. Align the forward attach hole in 
the spreader tube with this hole in the bottom rib. Using a #30 bit, transfer drill through the pre-drilled 
holes in the bottom rib into the spreader tube on center line and rivet in place, use (5) stainless steel 
rivets. It may be necessary to lightly file the aft end of the rib to obtain the proper fit. Locate the (6) 
braces on the Spreader tube and Bottom Rib. The braces sit flat against the rib and lay across the 
spreader tube. NOTE: Bend the brace flange as needed. Drill and rivet the braces in place. See 
FIGURE 01 1-10. 

FIGURE 01 1-1 0 
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11. Apply anti-chafe tape to the rib flanges prior to covering. Slip the skin over the vertical stabilizer. Slide 
the stainless steel lacing wires into the pockets on the lower end of the skin. Bend a hook on each end 
of the lacing wire to retain. Layout the lacing pattern as shown in FIGURE 01 1-1 1. Using a hot knife or 
soldering iron, melt through the fabric at each lace location. The slots should just touch the wire as it 
rests in the bottom of the pocket. Lace the rope as shown in FIGURE 01 1-1 1. HINT: Use a hot knife to 
melt the lacing cord tips into a flat, needle shape for easier insertion into the slots. Tension the skin by 
pulling the lacing cord tight. NOTE: Fabricate a Lacing Hook as shown in FIGURE O l l - l l A  to aid in 
tensioning. Several tensioning passes ,will be required to obtain the proper tension. The skin will wrap 
over the bottom rib and will have a drum sound when tensioned properly. Set the vertical stabilizer aside 
and return to step #I 2 after covering the fuselage. 

FIGURE 01 1-1 1 

FIGURE 01 1-1 1A 
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12. Position the vertical stabilizer on the tailcone. Install the lower hinge eyebolt. Locate and drill a # I  1 
hole 112" down from the top of the tail channel on centerline into the trailing edge spar and rivet. 
Transfer drill #30 and rivet into the trailing edge spar. See FIGURE 01 1-1 2. Fabricate the tool shown in 
FIGURE 01 1 -12A. Use this tool to install the forward attach bolt through the belly lacing in the fuselage 
skin. This completes the vertical stabilizer assembly. 

FIGURE 01 1-1 2 

COVERED TAlL / 

TAIL CHANNEL / 

FIGURE 01 1-1 2A 

--- 

- - -- 

FLATTEN AND SHAPE TO FIT 
INTO 3 /8 "  SOCKET 

3 / a U  SOCKET Q" (1/4" DRIVE) 

3/81. SOCKET I DRIVE) 
FITTED TO 1 /4 ' DIAMETER 
BRASS ROD. SEE DETAIL. 
BEND OTHER END TO FORM 
A HANDLE. 

MD1238 
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S-6ES COYOTE II 
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER ASSEMBLY 

1. Select the horizontal stabilizer parts depicted on the parts page. 

2. Install 6" doubler tubes at the tail cable hole approximately 213 outboard on the spar. Using a felt tip, 
mark a line all the way around the center of the tube and slide it inside the spars until the line is visible. 
Drill a #40 hole, 2" inboard of the cable attach hole and on the inside of the tubes. See Figure 01 1A-02. 
Install doubler in the two leading edge tubes in the same manner. Locate the two horizontal stabilizer 

spars. Rivet on the 3/16" nut plates to the hinge bracket locations on each horizontal stabilizer spar. 
NOTE: The outboard hinge hole uses the single ear nut plate 

FIGURE 01 1A-02 

DRAW LINE AROUND CENTER OF TUBE 

I t- 2" 
[Igl: 
7 \ 

1 

3. For the assembly of the horizontal stabilizer you will need a flat table top work surface or floor. There 
are three pre-drilled holes in each end of the horizontal spar. The single ear nut plate and cable attach 
holes indicate the outboard end. Pay careful attention to the parts drawing to select the proper gussets 
for each end of the spar. Cleco the 90" gusset to the top side of the outboard end of the spar. Cleco 
the 73" gusset to the top side of the inboard end of the spar. When attaching the gussets make sure 
they are oriented properly so that 3 holes are located in each tube. 

4. Locate the two spreader tubes, the tubes have three gusset holes located on each end with two hinge 
attach holes inside of them. You will notice that the two hinge attach holes are located 20" off centerline 
of the gusset holes. This is done to allow the stabilizer enough room to clear the tailcone. The spreader 
tubes are symmetrical end for end so there isn't a specific left or right, however the tube must be 
oriented so the attach holes on the TOP of the stabilizer are inboard of the centerline of the gusset holes 
see Figure 011A-04. Once you have determined the proper orientation of the spreader tubes, attach 
the aft end to the inboard gusset on the spar. NOTE: You will need to file or hacksaw the end of the 
spreader lightly in order to line up the holes. Do this procedure for left and right stabilizer before 
proceeding. Please note on the end against the spar you will have to file a notch to allow the hinge bolt 
complete insertion in the nut plate. See Figure 01 1A-04A. 

FIGURE 01 1A-04 

MAY NEED TO BE FILED 

HINGE HOLE MUST 
BE INBOARD 
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FIGURE 011A-4A A 

CLEARANCE 

MD1468 

5. Locate the two leading edge tubes. Refer to the parts drawing for the correct gusset and cleco it in 
place on the inboard end of the leading edge. Lay this against the forward end of the spreader and 
determine the angle and how much the spreader tube needs to be cut to line up the pre-drilled gusset 
holes. Once the holes are lined up, cleco the leading edge in place. Make sure the leading edge is 
flush with (and touching) the outboard end of the spar. Transfer drill the three holes. NOTE: Since 
there are only three holes that are not pre-drilled it is critical that the stabilizer be laying on a flat surface 
when drilling. Make sure all gussets and tubes are deburred, then rivet each end with #30SSPR. Flip 
the stabilizer over and install the gussets on the bottom side. 

6. Straighten horizontal stabilizer ribs with "fluting pliers". Drill #40 tang & rib holes to #30. Rivet attach 
tangs to ribs. Refer to parts page for orientation. Locate inner and outer ribs within horizontal stabilizer; 
orient ribs with flanges to the root. IMPORTANT: The more curved side of the ribs goes down. Bend 
attach tangs as necessary to join ribs to leading edge and aft spar and cleco. NOTE: The Atfach tangs 
match to pre-drilled holes in each spar. Rivet ribs to the spars. 

7 .  Rivet the 3/16" nut plate to the bottom of side of the hinge attach holes on the spreader tubes. The root 
rib can be installed by lining up the pre-drilled holes on the center line of the spreader tube. Once fit, 
rivet with #30 aluminum pop rivets. The root rib needs three angles riveted on the inside to stiffen it 
when the fabric is drawn tight. Refer to the parts drawing and select these angles. Separate the area 
between the forward and aft gussets into quarters and attach angles as shown in Figure 01 1A-07. 

FIGURE 01 1A-07 

UPSIDE DOWN 
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S-6ES COYOTE II 
ELEVATOR ASSEMBLY 

1. Refer to the parts drawing for the parts needed to assemble the elevators. Rivet the 311 6" nut plates to 
the pre-drilled horn attach holes on the trailing edge. Install the buttons to and assemble the TC-1's to 
their prospective locations. Cut the internal brace tubes to 13" and notch one end as shown in Figure 
01 1B-01. The brace should snap into place without bowing the leading or trailing edges. 

FIGURE 01 1 B-01 

4 1/4" k- BUTTON 7 

HALF DIAMETERJ 

NOTE: IT IS IMPORTANT TO CUT 
THE NOTCH SO IT CAN "SNAP" 
OVER THE BUTTON. THIS IS DONE 
BY CUTTING THE NOTCH LESS 
THAN ONE HALF THE DIAMETER. 

MD 1 467 

2. NOTE: This step may be done during final assembly, after the Horizontal Stabilizers are covered and 
clear-coated. The Vertical Stabilizer will also need to be in place. Bolt the horizontal stabilizers to the 
tailcone. Select the tail cables and hardware and bolt these in place as shown in the parts drawing. 
The cables should be adjusted so that the horizontal stabilizer is level. Use the wings as a reference. 
The tension should be enough so when you strum the cables they have a nice low tone. Do NOT over 
tighten or the stabilizer could be distorted. 

3. Drill the # I  1 hole on the notched end of the elevator push pull tube out to 114". Slip the elevator yoke 
into the un-drilled end of the 1 114" push pull tube. Insert into push pull tube as deep as possible. Lay 
the assembly on a flat bench or floor. Insert a long 114" bolt or rod into the 114" hole in the opposite end. 
Support each side of the 114" bolt with lumber (2x4) of equal height. Lay similar lumber across the yoke. 
Re-check for flush at the yoke tube and drill through the yoke using the tube as a guide. Drill one side 

and cleco, flip over the assembly, and drill the other side. This procedure will assure the yoke is 
installed 90" to the 114" bolt hole at the opposite end. See Figure 011B-03. Bolt together. 



4. Slip the yokelpush pull tube assembly into the tailcone from either RH or LH aft side. Once the yoke is 
forward of the tail channel turn it level with the bolt head up and slip it out of the tailcone. Thread 114" 
plain nuts onto the 114" rod ends. Then thread the 114" rod ends into the yoke. Bolt the horns to the 
outside of the yoke and position in full down elevator. Check to see if the control stick assembly is 
against the down stop and the elevator moves up and down freely. 

5. Cut out the (2) templates from cardboard. See Figure 01 1 B-05. NOTE: An Electronic Protractor may 
also be used. 

FIGURE 01 1 B-05 

6. Hold the 20 degree template under the elevator flat against the horizontal stabilizer (be sure the control 
stick is flat against the stop). Adjust the rod ends until the template fits with both horizontal stabilizer 
and elevator flat against the template. IMPORTANT: The rod ends must engage at least 10 full turns. 
Check for evenness of the elevators. They should be flat across each other and not one lower or higher 
than the other. The AFT 314" X .058 X 314" aluminum tube that was slipped over the 518" push pull tube 
during Control Stick Assembly will now be used as a "DOWN" elevator stop. Slide the stop against the 
aft side of the swivel tube (built into the S-3) and drill and rivet with the rivet positioned top side. 
CAUTION: Please use a #30 stainless steel rivet. NOTE: Before riveting be sure you're your fingers on 
the control stick can clear any instruments protruding from the panel. 

7. The FWD 314" X .058 X 314" aluminum tube that was slipped over the 518" push pull tube during Control 
Stick Assembly will now be used as an "UP" elevator stop. Using the 30 degree template hold the 
elevator in position with the seat belts. Slide the stop against the fwd side of the swivel tube (built into 
the S-3) and drill and rivet with the rivet positioned top side. CAUTION: Please use a #30 stainless 
steel rivet. Check the system for proper movement. IMPORTANT: Be sure the Loc Rings are through 
the 1/4" bolt attaching the horns to the yoke. (Check this prior to each flight). 
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S-6ES COYOTE II 
COVERING THE HORIZONTAL STABILIZER AND ELEVATOR 

Covering the horizontal stabilizer is very similar to the vertical stabilizer discussed earlier in this section. 
Pull the skins down over the frame as tight as possible. NOTE: Make sure you have the properskin for 
each stabilizer. You can tell this by the Velcro gap seal. The horizontal stabilizer Velcro should over lap 
the elevator velcro on top as show in Figure 011C-01. Remember that the inverted airfoil ribs are the 
bottom side of the stabilizer. Slip the small stainless steel lacing wire into the sleeves in the cover. 
Layout and use a hot knife to make 111 6" x 511 6" slots as shown in Figure 01 1C-01A. Tie the lacing 
rope at one end and lace the rope as described for the vertical stabilizer. Once laced, work your way 
back and forth pulling the rope tight. The skin is tight when it is wrinkle free and the lacing slots are no 
longer visible on the top or bottom of the stabilizer. See Figure 011C-01B. Use a hot knife for the 
attach holes. The stabilizer is now ready for clear coat and final assembly. 

FIGURE 011C-01 

VELCRO CONNECTION 7 
STABILIZER 

FIGURE 01 1C-01A 
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FIGURE 01 IC-01B 
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2. Refer to the FIGURE 01 1 C-02 and Figure 01 1 C-02A for covering of the elevators. Fabricate the Brace 
Installation Tool shown on FIGURE OllC-02A. The Brace Installation Tool may also be rented from 
RANS. Contact RANS Parts Department for details. 

w '- + C3 P L Z  
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FIGURE 01 1 C-02A 

RANS BRACE INSTALLATION TOOL 

LIPS TO BRACE 

STRAP STEEL 

HINT: TOOL IS AVAILABLE FROM RANS; 
CONTACT PARTS DEPARTMENT 

CLIP IS FABRICATED FROM 
A 5/8"  X .058 TUBE WELDED 
TO STRAP AT APPROX. 20' ANGLE 
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S-6ES ENGINE MOUNT GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1. Select the proper hardware and components depicted on the parts page. 
 
2. Assemble the barry mounts and plates as illustrated.  Torque these bolts 5 to 7 ft.lbs. 
 
3. Bolt on the propeller (see engine for correct hardware). NOTE:  Some installations have large spinners, 
refer to Spinner Installation for details to complete prop attachment.  Use 10 ft. lbs. for proper propeller torque. 
 
4. Check the face of the prop with a protractor and firewall.  0 degrees of down thrust is used on the S-
6ES.  Adjust by adding or removing the shims between the engine and mount plates. 
 
5. Next check the prop tracking by measuring from a reference point on the fuselage to the prop tip.  Have 
the prop positioned level when measuring.  Turn through the prop (ignition off?) and check the other tip.  Both 
should read the same distance from the reference point.  If they don't, try re-torquing the prop bolts until the 
prop is in track. 
 
6. Check for offset by using a reference point on each side of the fuselage such as the strut attachments 
on the S-6ES & S-6XL.  The right side should measure 1/8" to 1/4" more than the left to add a little left thrust on 
503's and 582's.  The exact amount can only be determined by flight testing.  Add washers between the mount 
and firewall on the RH side to adjust.  The right amount is when the plane flies straight in level flight at its 
normal cruise speed. 
 
Other factors such as wing set (wash out), aileron, flap, and tail rigging will effect the aircraft's ability to fly 
straight.  Consider these factors when rigging offset.  You'll know it's not the engine angle if the offset exceeds 
5/8 of an inch.  IMPORTANT:  The firewall engine bolts must have (3) threads or more showing after torquing 
to be acceptable. 
 

912 DYNAFOCAL ENGINE MOUNT INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1. The 912 dynafocal engine mount will attach to the firewall in the same manner as previously detailed for 
all engine mounts.  Refer to the parts drawing and select the hardware to attach the top two mounts to the 
firewall.  After bolting these in place, use the bushings on the lower two mount points as drill guides and drill the 
firewall attach points 1/4", install hardware and torque all (4) bolts to 7 lbs. 
 
2. Before installing the engine onto the mount, the 912 engine attachments need to be bolted to the 
engine.  Slide the 3/8" bolt and washer through the bushing before attaching the brackets to the engine with the 
10MM bolts.  When installing the engine, slide the 3/8" bolts up as far as possible, have the upper rubber 
bushing and steel bushing in place, then lower the engine into its approximate location and gently feed the 
bolts into place.  Install the lower rubber and steel bushing and tighten them in place. 
 
3. IMPORTANT: Install the “S” shaped radiator hoses to the aft cylinder head coolant fittings.  The “S” 
hose prevents coolant hose conflict with the engine mount.  Install on both right and left aft fittings.  Trim hose 
as required to prevent binding. IMPORTANT: Rotate the water pump inlet to the 8 o’clock position. 
 
4.  Shim the left side of the 912 engine mount as shown in the parts drawing.  1/8" to 1/4" is desired at the 
left tip of the prop from a reference point on the fuselage.  The prop should be horizontal for measurements to 
be taken.   

































































S-6ES COYOTE II WINDSHIELD ASSEMBLY 

1. Collect all the parts shown on the part pages for the windshield. Extra care should be taken when 
working with Lexan. Lexan scratches easily and as much as possible of the protective plastic should be 
left in place until the aircraft is ready to be flown. The windshield will require some minor trimming. 
Lexan can be easily trimmed with aviation snips or by scoring and snapping off the piece to be trimmed. 
A sanding block with 80 grit paper works well for dressing up trimmed Lexan. 

WINDSHIELD CARE 

Lexan windshields scratch very easy. To get a longer service life from your windshield and other Lexan 
surfaces, we recommend a soft terry cloth and a cleaner made for plastic. We use a product called Brillianize. 
It is available from RANS or any large aircraft supply company. The big no-no is never dust off a windshield 
unless you have sprayed on some sort of fluid. Your dry dusting action will readily cut millions of fine scratches 
into the glazing, dimming its clear optics. 

CAUTION: NEVER ALLOW FUEL TO COME IN CONTACT WITH LEXAN. 
If fuel is spilled on Lexan, spray with water or cleaner immediately to lessen the chance of crazing damage. 

NOTE: The wing structures must be complete (can be covered and painted) and attached to the fuselage prior 
to installing the windshield/skylight. 

2. With the wings attached to the fuselage, position two straight edges from wing root to wing root as 
shown in FIGURE 019-02. 

FIGURE 01 9-02 



3. Drill the windshield tabs located on the leading edge spar carry through as shown in FIGURE 019-03. 
The outer skylight ribs mount to the underside of each tab through the outboard hole. Slip each rib into 
position and transfer drill through the carry through tab into the rib and Cleco in place. Refer to FIGURE 
019-03A. The center rib is positioned under the center tab on the leading edge spar carry thorough and 
slips over the center tab on the Station 3 top cross tube. Position the center rib and transfer drill 
through the forward tab into the rib and Cleco. Locate and drill a #I 1 hole in the center of the flattened 
portion on the aft end of each outer rib. Push the aft end of each rib forward until they uniforrr~ly contact 
the straight edges. Some tweaking of the ribs may be required. With the ribs contacting the straight 
edges transfer drill through the rib into the steel gusset on the fuselage and Cleco. NOTE: Do NOTrivet 
the forward ends of the outer ribs until affer installing the windshield. Refer to FIGURE 019-03A. 

FIGURE 01 9-03 

LOCATE AND 
DRILL # I  1 

FIGURE 019-03A 



4. Remove the center rib from the aft mount tab. Hold the rib under the tab and push forward until 
contacting the straight edges. Transfer drill through the tab through the rib. Locate and drill a hole in 
each rib, on top centerline, as shown in FIGURE 019-04. HINT: Draw a length of aluminum across the 
top of the ribs to mark the top centerline. Mark the entire length of the ribs. Do NOT drill completely 
through the ribs! Reposition the center rib over the tab and rivet both ends. Rivet the aft end of the outer 
ribs. NOTE: Do NOT rivet the forward ends of the outer ribs until after installing the windshield. 

FIGURE 019-04 

LOCATE AND DRILL #30 

5. NOTE: Refer to the firewall section and install the windshield hold down strip. Mark and drill the top 
flange of the windshield hold down strip as shown in FIGURE 019-05. 

FIGURE 01 9-05 

6. The windshield and skylight panels are joined together with two mating strips. Pre-drill the mating strips 
as shown in FIGURE 019-06. Note that the center set of holes should be located to pick up the center 
rib, as well as the corresponding holes to the outer skylight ribs. Lay the windshield and skylight on a 
clean flat surface. Butt the skylight to the windshield. Center the top and bottom mating strips on the 
windshield and skylight seam. Using the pre-drilled holes as a guide, transfer drill through the mating 
strips and windshield and skylight. Cleco as you go. With all holes drilled, remove the mating strips and 
deburr. Drill out the windshieldlskylight holes to #28. The mating strips may be painted or left as is. 
Run a small bead of silicon along the holes in the mating strips and rivet the strips to the windshield and 
skylight. IMPORTANT: Do NOT rivet in the rib area. A fillet of silicon seal may also be applied to the 
mating strip, windshieldlskylight junction. 

k 
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FIGURE 019-06 
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7. Lay out and pre-drill#30 holes in the "Z" strips as shown in FIGURE 019-07. 

FIGURE 019-07 
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8. The windshield comes pre-cut, slightly oversized to create an overlap. Lay the windshieldlskylight in 
position on the fuselage and ribs. Cleco the windshield to the outer pre-drilled # I  1 holes in the mount 
tab. Refer to FIGURE 019-08. Pull the sides down to contour around the structure and clamp or tape in 
place. Check for an even amount of overhang on each side and if the Lexan is down against all edges. 
Re-position and clamp as required. Peel back a small area of the protective plastic around the 
windshield tab. With the skylight centered, drill through the windshield into the remaining holes in each 
tab and Cleco in place. 

FIGURE 019-08 

TRANSFER DRILL # 1 1  /q 

CLECO WINDSHIELD 
OUTER PRE-DRILLE 
# 1 1  HOLES 

9. Layout and drill holes in the Skylight Trim Strips per FIGURE 019-09. Transfer drill through the 
windshield into the previously drilled #30 hole in each support rib. Cleco the Skylight Trim Strip to the 
hole in the rib. Align the strips on the centerline of each rib. Transfer drill; be sure to stay on centerline. 
Cleco as you drill. HINT: Tension the strip to the aft as you drill to prevent puckering. Trim the strip 114" 
past the hole next to the mating strips. NOTE: The Trim Strips will NOT overlap the Mating Strips. Size 
drill all holes to #30. 

FIGURE 019-09 

SKYLIGHT TRIM STRIP KPWSOOI 0 

# 4 0  DRILL (TYP.) 



10. Position the "Z" strips inside the fuselage on the diagonals and the station two vertical cabanes. 
Position them with an even amount of space on each end of the " Z  strips. Press the windshield flat 
against the "Z" strips with a board. Using a #30 bit, transfer drill through the pre-drilled holes in the "Z" 
strips through the windshield. Cleco as you go. 

11. Use masking tape to mark the trim line on the AFT edge of the windshield at the station two vertical side 
tube. Mark and trim so that the edge of the windshield is 1/32" forward of centerline of the door frame 
tube. Refer to FIGURE 019-01 1. 

FIGURE 01 9-01 1 

12. Mark where the top and middle ribs lay under the Lexan with a marker. Trim the protective coating out 
of these areas when windshieldlskylight is removed. 

13. Use the third skylight mating strip supplied to fabricate an aft capture strip to attach the skylight to the 
station 3 fuselage tabs shown in FIGURE 019-01 3. Center the mating strip on the fuselage and the S-3 
tabs. Transfer drill holes to #30 and cleco in place. Work from the center of the strip out each direction. 

FIGURE 01 9-01 3 

AVEX RIVET 
WINDSHIELD TRIM 

STRIP 
# 1 6 9 1 - 0 4 1 0  

WINDSHIELD 
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14. Trim the Skylight and Aft Capture Strip per FIGURE 019-14. 

FIGURE 019-014 

VIEW FROM AFT LEFT HAND SIDE OF WING 
.SKYLIGHT 

HOLD DOWN 

DO NOT RIVET INTO 
THE FUSELAGE OR SPAR!! 

15. Position Skylight Hold Down Strip against the edge of the Skylight between the Mating Strip and Aft 
Capture Strip. NOTE: The flange with a slightly downward angle overlaps the skylight. Trim the Hold 
Down Strip length as needed to clear the strips. Layout and drill holes in the Skylight Hold Down Strip 
per FIGURE 019-015. Trim the ends of the Strip. Reposition the strip and transfer drill #30 into the Root 
Tensioning Rib. Cleco as you drill. IMPORTANT: The wing must be covered and skin final tensioned. 
CAUTION: Do NOT drill into the fuel tank or fuel lines. Use a Drill Stop! Remove and paint the strip if 
desired. Apply 112" black foam tape to the flange overlapping the skylight. Rivet during final assembly. 

FIGURE 01 9-01 5 

;E CONTACT AREA 
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16. Remove the windshield. Drill out all holes in the Lexan to #28 and debur. The "Z" strips may be painted 
or left as is. Apply the foam strips to the "Z" strips. See FIGURE 019-016. 

FIGURE 01 9-01 6 

RIVET INTO 
"Z" STRIP ONLY 

DO NOT DRILL OR 
RIVET INTO FUSLAGE 
STRUCTURE 

17. Apply 112" black foam tape to the top of each rib. Apply the 318" x 112" foam strip to the lower outer 
edge of the windshieldlskylight. The foam will help seal against the wing. During final assembly, install 
the windshieldlskylight, trim strips, hold down strips, "Z" strips, and rivet. 
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2. Take the two larger struts and locate and drill a 5/16" hole 5/8" in from one end and a 1/4" hole 1/2" 
from the other.  A second hole will be drilled in the 1/4" hole end, this will become the "top" end.  Use the 
templates shown in Figure 022B-02A to locate the exact position of the holes crosswise on the struts.  See 
Figure 022B-02 for hole locations.  Due to dimensional variation in extruded material it may be required to 
shim the fittings.  No gap should exist between the fittings and the struts.  If there is a gap, it should not be 
eliminated by tightening down the bolts.  If a gap exists this action may crack the struts.  Instead, use the .020 
shim material to insure a tight fit.  At the root fittings of the lift struts, washers or shims may be required.  See 
Figure 022B-02C for guidelines to make these shims.  Assemble the fittings to each end as per the parts 
drawing installing gusset plates using Figure 022B-02B for reference.  NOTE:  Drill out the fitting 5/16" as 
required.  Rivet the gusset plates to the forward lift strut with 3/16" stainless steel pop rivets. 
 
FIGURE 022B-02 
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"TOP END"

DRILL .25

DRILL .31

.50

.63

 
FIGURE 022B-02A 
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RANS CLEAR COATING & PAINTING 
 

CLEAR COATING DACRON COVERED SURFACES 
 
Dacron surfaces will benefit greatly from the UV protection a clear coat of polyurethane can provide.   
A complete RANS clear coating video, including useful tips learned from many years of clear coating Dacron 
skins, is available from the RANS parts department.  The basic method, briefly described below, is the “Deluxe 
System”. Stop after step 6 for the “Standard System”. NOTE: Always follow the manufacturer recommendations 
on ventilation and respiratory equipment. 
 
The RANS process is as follows: 

 
1. Clean the Dacron skins with lacquer thinner.  
 
2. Remove any frayed or excess threads using a razor blade. 
 
3. Remove any dust particles by using a high-pressure air nozzle (approximately 100psi) and a 

tack cloth. 
 
4.  Tape off Velcro gap seals. Hint: Purchase Velcro and attach to the gap seal to protect from 

the clear coat. Tape over zippers to allow opening after clear coating.  
 
5. Apply an adhesion promoter (we use Dupont 222S Mid-coat adhesion promoter) according to 

the manufacturer recommendations. 
 
6. Apply two coats of clear.  Apply the second after the first has “tacked” according to 

manufacturer recommendations 
In this step we use: 

3 parts Dupont 72200S Premier 
1 part Dupont 12305S Activator-Reducer 
1 part Dupont 12375S Low-temp Reducer* 

*(Reducer type will depend on temperature and humidity 12375S 
is for 75 degrees. If spray environment is closer to 95 degrees 
use 12395S. 12375S and 12395S may be mixed as needed for 
temperature.  Reducer quantity will depend on the type of flow 
you desire.  Use more to obtain thinner flow or less to have a 
slightly thicker flow). 

 
    Let these two coats dry 24 hours. 
 
7. Sand with 400 wet sand paper.  Always use water when sanding. Do not sand the stitching of 

the fabric; instead use a Scotch-Brite pad to go around the stitches. Rinse, allow to dry 
thoroughly. Remove any residue with a tack-cloth. 

 
8. Apply one or two more coats of clear.   

In this step we use: 
3 parts Dupont 72200S Premier 
1 part Dupont 12305S Activator-Reducer 
1 part Dupont 12375S Low-temp Reducer*  

 
Let these two coats dry 48 hours before handling. 
 

• For even more information on clear coating,  
call the RANS parts dept. for information on the RANS clear coating process video. 
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023D-2

PAINTING ALUMINUM SURFACES 
 

Aluminum surfaces such as cowlings, gear leg fairings, etc. should be painted as below.  NOTE: Always 
follow the manufacturer recommendations on ventilation and respiratory equipment. 

 
The RANS process is as follows: 

 
1.  “Scuff” the surfaces using medium Scotch-Brite to help the primer adhere. 
 
2.  Clean surfaces using lacquer thinner. 
 
3. Apply two coats of self-etching primer (we use Dupont Variprime) according to the 

manufacturer recommendations. 
 
4.  Apply the paint chosen. It is recommended to use paint from the same manufacturer as the 

primer you applied to ensure chemical compatibility.  If you are satisfied with the finish, 
painting can be the last step. 

 
5. Clear coat if even more gloss and protection is desired (we use Dupont 72200S Clear coat 

for aluminum surfaces). 
 
 
 

PAINTING PLASTIC SURFACES 
 

Plastic surfaces such as wing fairings, cuff fairings, etc. should be painted as below.   
NOTE: Always follow the manufacturer’s recommendations on ventilation and respiratory equipment. 

 
The RANS process is as follows: 

 
1.  “Scuff” the surfaces using medium Scotch-Brite to help the primer adhere. 
 
2. Clean surfaces using lacquer thinner. 
 
3. RANS has found a primer is not necessary, as long as the surface is scuffed properly. A 

special “Plastic” primer may be applied if desired. Contact your paint manufacturer for 
details.  

 
4. Apply the paint chosen. If you are satisfied with the finish, painting can be the last step.  
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PAINTING FIBERGLASS SURFACES 
 

Fiberglass surfaces such as cowlings and windshield decks should be painted as below.  
NOTE: Always follow the manufacturer recommendations on ventilation and respiratory equipment. 

 
The RANS process is as follows: 

 
1. Clean surfaces with Rubbing Alcohol to remove the fiberglass release agent. 
 
2. Sand with 320 sandpaper. 

 
3. Fill imperfections with Body Putty or Finishing Glaze. Sand smooth. 

 
4. Apply 2 to 3 medium coats of primer (we use Dupont 1140S) according to the manufacturer 

recommendations. 
 
5. Sand with 320 sandpaper. 
 
6. Apply the paint chosen. It is recommended to use paint from the same manufacturer as the 

primer you applied to ensure chemical compatibility.  If you are satisfied with the finish, 
painting can be the last step.  
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AIRWORK:  The Coyote II will perform like a conventional plane with the exception of a more rapid speed 
decay when power is reduced.  The Coyote II will tell you what it needs...if you are listening.  Flight 
characteristics of the Coyote II are nearly identical to planes like the J-3 Cubs, Super Cubs, and T-Craft, etc.  
Although all have their distinguishing manners none do anything strange or unpredictable. 
 
STALLS:  Stalls have a warning buffet due to turbulent air from the wing root flowing over the elevator.  The 
stall occurs with a definite break.  Rudder may be needed to hold the wings level due to the "P" factor.  
Recovery is instant with the release of back pressure.  Turning, accelerated power on and power off stalls all 
demonstrate the slight buffet and quick recovery. 
 
TURNS:  The Coyote II banks quite easily with a minimum of adverse yaw.  Lead into turns using a little rudder. 
 Avoid steep banks until comfortable with the ship.  Due to the quick turn rate, steep 360 degrees or 720 
degree turns can be disorientating.  Attempt these only after you are familiar with the airplane. 
 
FLYING WITH THE DOORS OPEN OR REMOVED:  The S-6ES can be flown with the doors open up to and 
including 65 mph.  The S-6ES doors should not be opened at airspeeds above 65 mph.  The S-6ES can be 
flown with (1) or both doors removed up to 65 mph.  A loss in L & D, climb and cruise speed is to be expected 
with the doors open or off operations. 
 
APPROVED MANEUVERS: 
 

Stalls, all types except Whip Stalls 
Falling Leaf at low power settings (below 4,000 RPM) 
Chandelles 
Lazy Eights 
Spins up to 3 turns at low power settings and without flaps only! 

 
ALL AEROBATIC MANEUVERS EXCEPT THOSE APPROVED ARE PROHIBITED 
 
ASI MARKINGS 
 
Paint the appropriated colored arcs on your ASI for the following speeds (in mph): 
   STANDARD        116 
        WING     WING 

 
White Arc  36* to 65    45* to 80 (Stall to Maximum flap extension speed) 

        (* Determine actual with flight testing) 
Green Arc 43* to 85  50* to 117 

 
Yellow Arc 106 to 120   117 to 130 

 
Red Line     120          130 

 
SPECIAL OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 
POSITION IGNITION SWITCH  Up is for on, down is for off. 
 
THE FUEL CAP MAY POP OPEN  During unusual flight maneuvers such as abrupt negative loads.  Avoid free 
fall 0 G's flight. 
 
FLIGHT MANEUVERS THAT INDUCE NEGATIVE LOAD  may cause fuel leakage through the vent cap and 
momentary fuel starvation due to the negative G's on the float style carburetor.  Avoid low lever abrupt pull ups 
followed by an abrupt dive. 
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S-6S &  S-6ES – 912 INSTALLATION – 80/100 HP 
 

 
 
1.  THROTTLE    5.  REGULATOR 
2.  BLADE TYPE FUSES   6.  SAFETY WIRE RADIATOR DRAIN VALVE AND THROTTLE CABLES 
3.  SEALANT, USE SILICONE  7.  SEALANT, USE SILICONE 
4.  STARTER SOLENOID   8.  STAND OFFS ARE HANDY TO ROUTE WIRE BUNDLES 

I:/ENGINEER/KIT/MANUALS/S6ES/S6-ES_912_INSTALLPICS.DOC     msw     10/25/05 



S-6S &  S-6ES – 912 INSTALLATION – 80/100 HP 
OIL COOLER INSTALLATION 

 

 
 
1.  LOC-TITE ALL OIL COOLER MOUNTING  3.  ANTI-CHAFE, USE COOLANT HOSE SCRAP 
2.  FOAM RUBBER PADS COOLER 
 

I:/ENGINEER/KIT/MANUALS/S6ES/S6-ES_912_INSTALLPICS.DOC     msw     10/25/05 



S-6ES – 912 INSTALLATION – 80/100 HP 
 

 
 
1.  SAFETY WIRE CHOKE     2.  CHOKE WIRE 
3.  LOC-TITE SCREWS       4.  BRAKE FLUID RESERVOIR 
5.  FILLER TEE       6.  FUEL FILTER 
7.  HEATER WRAP      8.  BLEEDER SCREW (BEHIND HOSE) 
9.  FIRESLEEVE ON FUEL LINE IS A GOOD IDEA  10. COOLANT OVERFLOW TUBE 

I:/ENGINEER/KIT/MANUALS/S6ES/S6-ES_912_INSTALLPICS.DOC     msw     10/25/05 



S-6S &  S-6ES – 912 INSTALLATION – 80/100 HP 
LANDING LIGHT INSTALLED ON 912 

 

 
 
1.  ECONO LANDING LIGHT FROM WAL-MART, BLAZER PROJECTOR BEAM FOG LAMP SYSTEM (C4072K) 

I:/ENGINEER/KIT/MANUALS/S6ES/S6-ES_912_INSTALLPICS.DOC     msw     10/25/05 



S-6S &  S-6ES – 912 INSTALLATION – 80/100 HP 
 

 
 
1.  CLEARANCES ARE TIGHT SOME DIMPLING OF EXHAUST TUBE MAY BE REQUIRED 
2.  1/8” DIAMETER STAINLESS STEEL RIVET SECURES OIL TANK MOUNT IN POSITION 

I:/ENGINEER/KIT/MANUALS/S6ES/S6-ES_912_INSTALLPICS.DOC     msw     10/25/05 



S-6S &  S-6ES – 912 INSTALLATION – 80/100 HP 
 

 
 
1.  VENTURI BULB    3.  COOLANT OVERFLOW BOTTLE 
2.  METAL OVERFLOW TUBES   4.  MUFFLER MOUNT, NOTE: CHANNEL FLANGE POSITION 

I:/ENGINEER/KIT/MANUALS/S6ES/S6-ES_912_INSTALLPICS.DOC     msw     10/25/05 



S-6S &  S-6ES – 912 INSTALLATION – 80/100 HP 
       

 
 
1.  RIVET HOLDS POSITION OF CLAMP  2.  MUFFLER IS CLOSE BUT WILL CLEAR 

I:/ENGINEER/KIT/MANUALS/S6ES/S6-ES_912_INSTALLPICS.DOC     msw     10/25/05 
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